This paper presents a new method to detect gamma-ray pulsars using a fast folding algorithm [12] 
Introduction
Our goal is to detect new pulsars, neutron stars that emit gamma rays, by analyzing data from a high energy gammaray telescope. Traditional methods for this analysis require repeated computation of gigapoint FFT's. In contrast, we present a new effcient algorithm to find periodicities in data sets, and accelerate it by compiling a "software" description of it into reconfigurable hardware.
The move toward reconfigurable computing arose from our need to have a flexible system for application development that allows the user to modify part or most of the application during the course of the project without the penalty of manual hardware re-implementation. Small portions of the applications can be iteratively accelerated without the whole system being "down" for months on end. In addition, as project goals change reuse of the system for different applications is possible. For example, we anticipates the use of this fast folding algorithm with data from future projects such as Agile [1] and Glast [13] .
In the process of accelerating an algorithm, the developer ideally tries to map the "time-consuming" blocks of the algorithm to hardware so they can be parallelized and leaves the "overhead issues," such as file I/O, etc. to the host processor. These time consuming portions of the algorithm could be cycle-by-cycle data marshalling and real time synchonization [11] , multiplications of an fft, or in our case, large numbers of additions for data compression. In this paper, we will discuss the pulsar detection problem and justify our use of the fast folding algorithm and step through the algorithm acceleration process using the optimizations within the Streams-C tool.
Pulsar detection
The data to be analyzed in this application comes from the EGRET high energy gamma-ray telescope that flew on the Compton GRO spacecraft (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) . This telescope records the direction, energy, and time of each high-energy ( ¾¼Å Î ) gamma-ray photon it receives. By plotting the directions, we produce a map of the sky that indicates where a source is likely to be located. Most of the sources can be identified by matching source locations to those of known sources in astronomical catalogs. By counting the number of photons coming from a certain direction that fall into separate energy ranges, we can get an energy spectrum, which can sometimes tell us what physical processes are occurring on that source.
Many of the sources found by EGRET do not correspond to any of the likely gamma-ray sources found in catalogs.
The distribution of these sources in the sky, compared to the plane and center of our Milky Way Galaxy, indicates that these sources are in our Galaxy, rather than extra-galactic objects such as quasars.
It is probable that many of these unidentified sources are 'pulsars', neutron stars that produce beams of gammarays by a combination of their rotation and intense magnetic field. The gamma-ray beam rotates like a lighthouse along with the neutron star. An observer sees this as a periodic signal, flashing in synchrony with the neutron star's extremely stable rotation rate.
Many hundreds of pulsars are known, most of them discovered by their pulsed radio emission. There are 6 pulsars known to pulse in the EGRET energy range. One of these, Geminga, has no detected pulsations, and very little emission, below the X-ray/gamma-ray band. This bright gamma-ray source is taken as the prototype and only known member for some of these unidentified EGRET sources. If periodicity in the arrival times of gamma-rays in some of these unidentified EGRET sources can be found, this may indicate more examples of Geminga-like pulsars.
When searching for 'periodicity', a Fast Fouier Transform (FFT) is frequently used. This is how previous searches for Geminga-like pulsars have been done [3] . However, there are several obstacles to using FFTs: 1) The signals are quite weak by rational standards. Using EGRET a few dozen gamma-rays a day are collected from one of these sources, thus, a few weeks of data is needed to have a good chance of finding a periodic signal. 2) The periods are quite short. Geminga rotates about 4 times a second, so large (gigapoint) FFTs are needed to get sufficient frequency resolution.
3) The data is sparse, one photon for thousands of revolutions. 4) The pulse profile is not sinusoidal (which would give the maximum signal in an FFT). The second harmonic of Geminga is several times as powerful as the fundamental. FFT-based pulsar searches usually add together up to 10 harmonics when looking for a periodic signal. 5) FFTs search for integral numbers of cycles in an observation. A signal with frequency n/5 cycles per observation would have its power split into two bins. 6) For data from a spacecraft in a 90 minute orbit, there will be a strong modulation of all signals at a frequency of 1/(90 minutes), which complicates analysis. 7) The periodicity of a pulsar is not-quite-constant. The spinning neutron stars are gradually slowing down. Traditionally, this is handled by assuming a deceleration rate, adjusting the data, doing the FFT, searching for peaks, then repeating the entire procedure with a slightly different deceleration rate.
Fast folding algorithm
The Fast Folding Algorithm (FFA) is an N log N process (like the FFT) that produces an epoch-folded profile at every frequency. An epoch folded profile shows how many photons are found at each phase of the cycle of the given frequency. The frequency range and resolution can be freely chosen to linearly reduce the amount of work required and increase the sensitivity. In contrast, the FFT produces every integral frequency from 0 to N/2 cycles/observation.
The FFA is a closest-first algorithm: it begins by adding together events that are near to each other in time. This allows some speed-ups. For example, the gradual spindown of the pulsar can be handled by adjusting phases late in the process, and only repeating a few of the log-N steps for each acceleration. In contrast, the first step of the FFT requires data elements that are half the observation time apart, so the deceleration loop must be done at the beginning and then the entire process must be repeated.
The sparseness of the EGRET data, which has Ñ AE photons, means that an FFT would spend most of its time multiplying and adding zeros together. The FFA can begin with epoch folds over Q short time periods (Q is proportional to m), for each frequency range. This gives a speed-up of a factor log(N)/log(Q) and simultaneously decreases the required storage space from O(N) to O(Q). For the EGRET pulsar search, N = 1e9, m = 1e4, Q = 1e2.
The N log N process of the FFA consists of N additions repeated in log N steps while the FFT requires N complex multiply/adds repeated in N steps. The FFT 'butterflies' have different strides with each step, the adders in the FFA each read from and write to the same locations with each butterfly. The FFA 'butterfly' (Figure 2 ) is a set of N additions that consists of adders for data compression ( Figure  3 ) and adders for compression of sheared data ( Figure 4) . In terms of implementation in hardware, adders are much smaller and faster than multipliers.
The fast folding technique in Figure 1 begins by evaluating a set of photon data. For N iterations an initialization light curve is generated from the photon data. The light curve is folded log(nrows) times (where nrows is equal to the number rows) generating an output curve. The output curve is evaulated for a maximum, and is saved if a maximum is found. At the end of N iterations the output curve is evaluated to detect a peak.
Implementation of FFA
In this section, we will discuss the gamma-ray pulsar detection application mapped to reconfigurable hardware using the sc2 compiler. We begin with a brief description of Streams-C and the sc2 compiler, a compiler for hardware/software systems, available in source form [4] . In the astrophysics domain, the availability of Streams-C makes reconfigurable hardware accessible to scientific researchers. 
Streams-C overview
There has been considerable research interest in reducing design time for Reconfigurable Computer applications. Approaches have ranged from high-level optimization schemes( [7] , [14] In the Streams-C approach ([5]), we target algorithm mapping to hardware/software systems.
We provide language-level support for stream-oriented computation. Characteristics of stream-oriented computing include highdata-rate flow of one or more data sources, fixed size, small stream payload (one byte to one word), computeintensive operations, usually low precision fixed point on the data stream, access to small local memories holding coefficients and other constants, and occasional synchronization between computational phases. For processes mapped to hardware, we compile a subset of C suitable for automatic synthesis to FPGAs.
The Streams-C programming model is that of communicating processes. A system consists of a collection of processes that communicate using streams and signals. Processes can run either in software on conventional processors (SP) or in hardware on FPGA processors (HP). The sc2 synthesis compiler compiles FPGA processes in hardware. The compiler translates a subset of C (eg. generalized pointers or recursion are not supported) into RegisterTransfer-Level (RTL) VHDL that is synthesizable on FPGAs. The compiler can pipeline loops, so that the generated hardware/software is capable of pipelining a streamed computation across multiple FPGAs and the conventional processor. A software library using POSIX threads provides concurrent processes and stream support in software. Thus the software libraries support a dual function: when all processes are mapped to software, our system provides a functional simulation environment for the hardware/software program. The library also provides a convenient, lightweight mechanism for parallel programming in software. When processes are mapped to a combination of software and hardware, the software libraries are used for communication among software processes and between software and hardware processes. Hardware libraries for Figure 5 shows the software development flow for applications using the Streams-C compiler. 
Streams-C fast folding algorithm
This section describes the Streams-C implementation of the fast folding algorithm. The algorithm is separated into two hardware and two software processes as shown in Figure 7 . First, the host1 software process reads input photon data from a file and loads on-board external memory (memory 0) via Direct Memory Access (DMA). After the photon data is loaded, host1 initiates the hardware processes. The Init Curve hardware process generates the initialization light curves from the photon data and streams the light curve data to the FFA hardware process which performs the main folding algorithm. (The Streams-C code for the main folding algorithm of the FFA process is shown in Figure 6 .) The dimensions of the data array for this implementation are nrows x nbins (128 x 13). One "fold" of the algorithm consists of a data compression calculation and a sheared data compression calculation -each compression requires nrow/2 x 13 additions. The total additions are repeated or folded log(nrows) iterations before returning a output curve. The output is stored in external memory (memory 1). This sequence of generating light curves, folding the data and storing results to memory continues for N iterations (N = 50), then the FFA process sends a "done" signal to the host2 process and host2 reads the output curves from external memory and determines which pass contains the maximum. This pass containing the maximum is bit reversed and the peak is detected. 
Optimization
In this section we explore methods to optimize the compiler-generated hardware to increase speedup.
User-defined hardware function
One way to optimize performance is the use of a userdefined external inline function to perform the additions for data compression and sheared data compression in parallel. In this case, the user-defined function communicates to the sc2 hardware FFA process by accepting all the additional operands and then sending back the results of the additions -compressed row data and compressed sheared data. See Figure 8 . In the Streams-C program, the programmer specifies the parallel additions as an external inline function, with the add operands as input, and the add results as output (the latter via reference parameters). From the hardware interface perspective, the user-defined VHDL module must have a port-list that corresponds to the inline function parameters.
In Streams-C, the compiler-generated hardware processes issue a 'stall' to stop the datapath when necessary. Similarly, the user-defined VHDL module issues a 'stall' to the sc2 FFA process until it is finished processing. This is a flexible synchronization mechanism that allows the userdefined VHDL module to take an arbitrary number of clock cycles to complete, and still be included into the compilergenerated datapath.
Compiler support for user-defined inline functions allows the programmer to incrementally optimize a software program. As compute-intensive inner loops of the algorithm are identified, they can be hand-optimized in an analogous manner to writing inner loops in assembly language to optimize software performance.
User-defined hardware process
An alternative approach is to increase the granularity of the inlined function by placing the entire sc2 FFA process in a user-defined external process, as shown in Figure 9 . This technique further parallelizes computation and improves the performance of the algorithm. In this case, sc2 processes and the user-defined external process share memory so data transfer between them is not necessary. The communication between user-defined hardware and the Streams-C processes is via an asynchonous signal to indicate the 'start' and 'finish' of external processing. This allows the user to write the interface and data formatting code in Streams-C, and interface a custom IP core to the compiler-generated processes.
Inlining segments of code, and/or replacing larger segments of code with 'hand-optimized' functions are a common practise for performance driven software applications, eg. multimedia libraries. Our results in Figure 10 show a 6X speed up over software-only by using a user-defined external process.
We note that the current sc2 compiler revisions target the AMS Firebird with Virtex E technology, a circa 1999 technology. For the sc2 unoptimized, user-defined external inline function, and user-defined external process implementations the area utilization (in terms of number of LUTs used) on the Virtex E is 34%, 28% and 18% respectively. Synthesizing the sc2-generated hardware for the Virtex 2 part results in 1/2 the area and approximatly twice the clock frequency of the Virtex E design. Our results in Figure 10 were generated with automatic synthesis (Synplicity) and place and route (Xilinx ISE 4.2i) tools and do not include optimizations such as hand-placement of VHDL modules. 
Summary
In this work, we have developed a new algorithm, fast folding, to detect pulsars using data from the EGRET Figure 10 . Software-only vs. sc2 place and route high energy gamma-ray telescope. The fast folding technique yields a 4.5X speed up over the gigapoint FFTs commonly used for pulsar detection. Working within the framework of the sc2 compiler, we have generated hardware/software implementations of the fast folding algorithm. The sc2-generated hardware yields a factor of 3 speedup over software-only. Our compiler framework allows incremental inclusion of user-defined hardware. By inlining critical inner loop cores into compiler-generated datapaths, we have achieved speed up of up to 6X. Since the area utilization on the Virtex E is 18%, we anticipate running simultaneous FFAs for different frequencies on the Firebird board which yields up to a 5X speed up over our current implementation.
